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Abstract
This study explores the use of digital technologies in the writing of an academic assignment.
Fine-grained studies on student writing processes are scarce in previous research. In relation
to the increasing demands on students’ writing, as well as the debate on students’ poor writing
(Malmström, 2017), these issues are important to address. In this study, screen captures of five
students’ essay processes are analyzed. The results show that students handle text at different
levels: they make use of one or more word processors, arrange texts spatially on screens and
use resources to operate directly in texts. Above all these actions seem to meet the need to
move and navigate within one’s own text, an aspect that could be especially important in relation
to the academic genre and for handling texts as artifacts in activity (Castelló & Iñesta, 2012;
Prior, 2006). The results of the study point to the importance of making digital writing practices
visible, especially those that could create possibilities to intertwine digital texts, thereby
enhancing potentials for academic writing and meaning-making.

Introduction
There is a lack of fine-grained research on university students’ digital writing processes (e.g.
Aldridge & Fontaine, 2016; Clayson, 2018; Gourlay & Oliver, 2018; Prior, 2004; Rule, 2013,
2018). This is an issue that is important to attend to. One reason for this is that student writing
is often being addressed as a problem (Lillis, 2001; Malmström, 2017; Stanley, 2010). The
demands on students have, at the same time, amplified during recent decades, at least in the
European context (Castelló & Donahue, 2012, p. xv). Therefore, more knowledge is needed to
improve writing instruction and, in a broader sense, to make the practices of academic writing
accessible to all students.
This study relates to and opposes assumptions made of students as “digital natives” (Prensky,
2001). The latter view implies that students can manage digital technologies without teaching,
at least not by higher educational institutions. Yet, the writing assignments in higher education
do require a specific type of digital competence: they demand that students are able to find and
read a huge amount of digital texts, shift between texts, relate texts to their own project, handle
empirical data, analyze such data, and present this content in – by the standards of the specific
academic community – an acceptable digital form. Academic writing thus demands awareness
of how digital technologies can be used for specific academic writing purposes, an awareness
that may not be evenly distributed in the student population.
With the aim to make visible what such awareness can mean, this study takes a detailed look
at student digital writing and, more specifically, on the process of writing an essay. Previous
research on writing processes emerged from a cognitive perspective, such as studies by Emig
(1971) and Flower and Hayes (1981). The scope of writing process research has since then
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widened, broadening the concept of what writing means and, as a result, focusing more on how
materiality, physical place, people and resources, not only the writer’s cognition, affects writing
processes (Hart-Davidson, 2007; Prior, 2004; Prior & Shipka, 2003). Such widened concept of
what writing means is especially articulated when taking a sociomaterial view, since this
perspective strongly emphasizes that different materialities and resources not only represent
tools for writing, but also act in the writing performed (Fenwick et al., 2015; Gourlay & Oliver,
2018; Rule, 2013).
The materiality of writing is an issue that has been addressed in previous research. Often,
researchers have been occupied by differences between constantly evolving digital
technologies and the more traditional use of pen and paper. Mangen and colleagues (Mangen,
2016, 2018; Mangen & Velay, 2010) studied how haptics, the movements of the hands, may
have a positive impact on writing (see also Aldridge & Fontaine, 2016; Dahlström & Boström,
2017; Vlieghe, 2016). Digital writing is instead often judged to be superior when writing longer
texts. Dahlström (2019, p. 1578) claimed that digital writing makes it easier for students to
become designers of their own texts (see also Van Waes & Schellens, 2003). At the same time,
digital writing also creates challenges, specifically in relation to creating overviews of texts, what
Haas labelled “text sense” (Haas, 1996, 1999). For today’s students, digital writing is practically
compulsory. Even though students still often do use handwriting as one mode of writing (Hort,
2020) it is not unreasonable to state that digital writing practices have become more and more
dominant in all educational contexts. In relation to digital writing in particular, research also
emphasizes that not only the materiality but also the design and interface of different software
programs can affect in writing. Bray, for instance argues that the commonly used word
processor Microsoft Word is clearly oriented towards the text product (rather than towards the
writing process) (Bray, 2013, p. 203). In a comparison of Microsoft Word with other word
publishers, Ching (2018) in the same sense describes Microsoft Word as “polished and
professional” (p. 364).
This study attempts to draw examples of how university students use different software
programs (mainly word processors) and how such programs, and the resources they entail,
create opportunities and challenges when writing an essay text. Lea and Jones (2011) argued
that existing research is lacking in in-depth and detailed examination of what students actually
do in contexts when they are using different programs or digital applications, or how meanings
are being made from, and through, engagement with these technologies (Lea & Jones, 2011,
p. 379). In Lea and Jones’s study, the focus was on student writing of all sorts, including outside
of the curriculum. They were thus emphasizing the plurality that is central to academic and
digital literacies perspectives (Lankshear & Knobel, 2015; Lea & Street, 1998; Lillis, 2001),
which also laid the groundwork for this study. Here, however, the focus is on one extensive
writing assignment and hence on one academic, and digital, writing process in particular. To
address the questions of how different software tools are used by students and how such
programs and other digital resources can create opportunities and challenges when writing, the
study draws on examples from fine-grained data of students’ activities on screens as they write
an academic essay. The focus is not on the materiality of the digital hardware itself, as in
research presented earlier, but rather on the software that it entails, and how such software
may influence the writing process (Bailey & Withers, 2018; Bray, 2013; Ching, 2018)

Research design
Screen capture technology was used to generate data in this study. This technology has been
increasingly adopted by researchers focusing on writing (Asselin & Moayeri, 2010; Bailey &
Withers, 2018; Bhatt, 2014; Geisler & Slattery, 2007; Kirkpatrick & Klein, 2016; Seror, 2013;
Takayoshi, 2015). Earlier studies have addressed the question of what screen captures can
reveal about students’ use of software tools for paraphrasing (e.g. Bailey & Withers, 2018).
Some studies have focused explicitly on revisions in the writing process (e.g. Elola & Mikulski,
2013; Sabbaghan & Maftoon, 2015), and some on how screen capture technology can be used
as a pedagogical tool to give students feedback on their writing (e.g. Edwards et al., 2012;
Silva, 2012). Overall, screen capture technology is being promoted by many researchers as a
promising research and pedagogical tool.
Digital Writing, Word Processors and Operations in Texts
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The study presented here is a small-scale study drawing on an overall project of student writing
processes (Hort, 2020). A case study approach was adopted in order to gain understanding of
this writing. The overall project includes data from a ten-week essay course from nine students
(the students did however not take the course at the same time). This study specifically focuses
on the screen captures of five of these students.

Participants and universities
Data was gathered on one or both of the participants’ two final essays in the spring and autumn
of 2016. Eight of the students in the overall project attended a Swedish teacher training
program. One of the students attended a bachelor’s program in social anthropology (see Table
1). A total of five students recorded screen captures during this data collecting phase. Four
were teacher students and one were the student in anthropology. Two of the screen recording
participants were male and three were female. Two of the students were followed during two
essay courses, giving a total of seven essay processes being observed through screen
captures.
The five participants succeeded in handing in their essays and received passing grades or
better. The study is exploratory in its approach and the selection of participants makes no claims
to being representative of the student population overall.

The student essay
The essay represents the most important project in the majority of the different teacher training
programs in Sweden (The Swedish Higher Education Ordinance, 1993, p. 100). The essay as
the term is used here also corresponds to an undergraduate paper or a degree paper. The
essay course can be divided into smaller parts and vary in extent. However, the total amount
of essay projects represents 30 ECTS and a second cycle degree exam (European Higher
Education Area, 2005). In this study, most students wrote two essays for 15 credits each (half
a semester) as part of their program and during their final year. The student in anthropology
writes one essay for 15 credits at the end of the program. In these courses, students are
supposed to independently carry out a study on a matter that is relevant to their subject. They
are assigned a supervisor, whom they will meet with and discuss their text two or three times
during this process. The essays are supposed to be approximately 20 to 60 pages long and are
written in Swedish. The form of the essays is strictly regulated by a study guide. This document
declares that the essays should be structured around the following section headings:
Introduction, aim and research questions, previous research, theory, methods and materials,
results and discussion. Notably, in most cases, the essays are supposed to be edited according
to a specific essay template, which in the end means that students must edit the final version
of the essay using the word processor Microsoft Word.

Data gathering
Students were informed of the study during their seminars at the university. They subsequently
provided their email addresses if interested in participating in the study. Personal contact was
then made with each student. The data collection followed the ethical principles stated by the
Swedish Research Council (Vetenskapsrådet, 2011), and students gave their permission for
using texts and screen shots in research publications. Participants names are in this publication
replaced with pseudonyms for anonymity reasons.
The ten-week study was conducted by multiple means. The primary data for this study were
the screen captures, created with a specialized software application that can record and save
such recordings for future viewing of the audiovisual trail (Hamel et al., 2015). Five students
recorded their screens at specific moments of their writing process. It was not possible, for
practical as well as ethical reasons, to record screens every time students were writing. The
moments of recording were instead chosen by students themselves and asked for at specific
occasions by the researcher. This resulted in some variation in the amount of recorded material
for each student, which is shown in Table 1 below. For instance, Karolin only recorded 1.6 hours
of video material, which clearly represents a small sample in this case. The sample is included,
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however, as it entails a specific moment using overlapping screens that she specifically
highlights as an important procedure in her process log and interview.
The screen captures were complemented by other types of data. Participants wrote process
logs (Hart-Davidson, 2007; Prior, 2004; Roderick, 2019) using the so-called MTPL (mobile
technologies and process logs) method (Hort, 2017) continuously during the writing process.
Essay drafts and other texts were also collected during this time. After the essay was handed
in, the students participated in one concluding interview. The main data in this specific study is
based on the screen captures of the five students. However shared documents and interviews
from the other four students participating in the overall project work as a complement in the
analysis. Screen captures and shared digital documents are represented in Table 1.
Table 1
The five students participating in the small-scale study.

Student

2016 Term

Education

Screen
captures
(hours)
24

Digital
documents
(number)
150

Eli

Spring

Teacher (lower grades)

Eli

Autumn

21

171

Sally

Spring

7.1

57

Sally

Autumn

21

93

Karolin

Spring

Teacher (high school)

1.6

20

Petra

Spring

Social anthropology

13

40

Teacher (lower grades)

(bachelor’s)
Daniel

Autumn

Teacher (lower grades)

3.5

49

Sanna

Spring

Teacher student (lower

X

129

X

40

X

29

X

22

grades)
Benji

Spring

Teacher student (lower
grades)

Ellen

Spring

Teacher student (lower
grades)

Ignazio

Spring

Teacher student (high
school)

Note. Participating students marked in grey. The table also represents time of participation, educational
program, amount of screen captures recorded (hours) and number of digital documents shared. Note that
two students participated on two occasions. Students that participated in the overall project and whose
texts and interview data worked as complement in the analysis are also included in this table (Sanna,
Ellen, Benji, Ignazio).

Data analysis
The overall question that guided the analysis was how different texts are managed at various
levels in the digital environment, in word processors as well as spatially on screens, and what
text operations are central in these writings. A word processor is defined as a software program
that enables input, editing, formatting and output of text. A mediating document is the term used
for written documents that do not represent the essay draft (Kirkpatrick & Klein, 2016). The use
of different resources when directly acting in the text are categorized as text operations. In sum,
the screen captures were viewed repeatedly to distinguish use of word processors, the writing
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of mediating documents and use of different text operations. The material was thus coded for
different actions, such as change of software program, change of screen or text, or the use of
text operations, such as changing font color or using the comment function. Some textual
actions could also be visible in drafts and in these cases functioned as a complement in the
analysis. The use of font color or the use of comments represent examples of actions that are
visible in these texts.
The results of the coding of the screen captures were further compared to the shared digital
drafts, as well as to the students’ statements in the interviews and the process logs. The
presentation of the analysis is complemented by screenshots of specific moments (decided by
the researcher) in the screen captures or from specific parts of student’s drafts. Text examples
have been translated from Swedish to English by the researcher, directly in the texts if possible
(drafts) or in the figure captions (screen captures).

Results
The results show that participating students sharing screen captures often handled their digital
text in one document, their essay draft (four out of five of students). Hence, they did not use
digital mediating documents to any great extent during the writing process. Some of these
students, however, wrote analogue mediating documents, but as the focus here is on screen
capture data and students’ digital strategies, such writing was excluded from this analysis (for
further elaboration on the analogue writing, see Hort, 2020). As the digital writing was mainly
done in the essay draft, most students also exclusively wrote with the standard word
processors, Microsoft Word or Google Docs. Some students used Google Docs as they did not
have access to Microsoft Word on their own computers. This, however, meant that they needed
to put their text into the essay template at the end of the course. Google Docs is very similar to
Microsoft Word in its interface and design and could be said to represent a standardized word
processor (Bray, 2013). The strategy of writing text directly in one essay draft is here labelled
a one document strategy.
One of the students in the study, on the other hand, worked in a completely different manner,
writing a huge amount of digital mediating documents in various word processors. This strategy
is here labeled a distinctive writing strategy, as this student worked in distinctively different
documents when writing texts with different purposes. The student, Eli, was unique in this
context and his strategy should not be seen as representative of the student population. Yet, in
the forthcoming presentation, this strategy is highlighted in comparison with the others, as it
can give important insights into how digital resources can influence and shape writing,
specifically in an academic writing context. The two different writing strategies distinguished,
and how the use of word processors, the organization of screens and direct operations in text
relate to these strategies are presented in Table 2. In the further sections these writing
strategies will be elaborated in more detail.
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Table 2
Writing strategies in relation to word processors, organization of screen and direct operations in text

One document strategy

Distinctive writing strategy

Working mainly in one
document

Elaborating content in different
documents

Word processors

Microsoft Word, Google
Docs

Microsoft Word, Google Docs,
Sticky Notes, Text Editor,
transcribing programs (see note),
Scrivener

Organizing screen

One window
Overlapping windows

One window
Overlapping windows
Parallel windows

Direct operations in text

Copying and pasting
Searching
Color
Comments
Dividing text in different
overlapping windows

Movement between parallel texts
Using spatial layouts such as
tables

Note. Other students in the study whom performed interviews have not been using transcribing programs.
Instead they describe how they handle oral material by writing by hand or writing directly from recordings
to Microsoft Word.

One document strategy
The students with a one document strategy mainly did their digital writing in the essay draft,
and they wrote this document solely in a single word processor. One challenge that was raised
by these students in relation to their digital writing was that they experienced the digital text as
difficult to get an overview of and navigate within (Baron, 2009; Baron et al., 2017). This difficulty
has been discussed by Haas in terms of lack of text sense in digital environments (Haas, 1996,
1999). For these students, the main essay draft also became comprehensive during the
process, which may have inhibited the possibilities for moving and navigating between different
parts of the text. The difficulties of navigation could be particularly important in an academic
writing context, as writers may need to establish relations between different text sections, such
as previous research and results.
Some of the text operations that were distinguished in in these essay drafts seem to address
this challenge, as the use of semiotic resources such as color (highlighting or text color) or
using demarcated text boxes (i.e. comments). These resources could help in making
distinctions between different sections, words or paragraphs in the text. Text operations could
also involve using the search function to navigate within the text or using the copy-paste
function to move pieces of text within the document or between documents (thereby enabling
the elaboration of texts in different sections, documents or windows). These operations are
presented in more detail below.
Color is a common semiotic resource that was often visible in these students’ screen recordings
and drafts, and especially in Sally’s, Sanna’s and Ellen’s writing. They all wrote a large amount
of text during the process, and hence worked with a very comprehensive document. Color in
these cases typically differentiated text that needed to be returned to and rewritten (or just
erased). In the example in Figure 1, Sally is writing in the section labelled “previous research.”
In the black text section, she refers to one specific study, and then starts to write a text that she
changes to a blue color. The blue text represents a reflection on the relevance of the previous
research that she is paraphrasing in the previous sentences. She addresses herself (e.g. “Why
is this important to me?”) and also reflects upon the answer (“because…”).
Figure 1
Digital Writing, Word Processors and Operations in Texts
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Sally, screen capture, October 29, 2016.

Note: English translation (blue print): “Why is this important to me? Because this is the only book that
comes up when searching on children and representation and sience [sic]. Because they have a method
section and a method that is different from mine. Because it’s comprehensive.”

The same function – differentiating text – is visible in Ellen’s heavy use of comments as well as
color in her written texts (visible in her drafts). Figure 2 shows one such example. The green
text in the body is a quote from another student essay. The green text is not supposed to be
part of the final version of Ellen’s essay 1 and hence has another function (possibly inspiration).
In the comment box to the right, Ellen discusses the analysis that is presented in this (other)
essay and what the authors are doing in their analysis. She finishes the quote by stating:
“COPY!”, which represents a form of reminder to herself to do the same. In the comments, Ellen
often seems to discuss and negotiate the norms of the genre, references to the literature, other
students’ essays (as seen in the example below), or the supervisor’s statements.
Figure 2
Ellen, draft “results and analysis,” March 14, 2016.

Note: The text in the figure is translated to English from Swedish by the author.

Overall, the content that frequently was marked out by colors or by using comments in Ellen’s,
Sanna’s and Sally’s texts needed revision and more reflection, and thereby worked as a form
of guidance for further writing. These short texts seemed not directly to function as the final
product but rather as artifacts in activity (Castelló & Iñesta, 2012, p. 181; Prior, 2006, p. 58) or
as a kind of mediating text in the essay draft (meditaing documents in Kirkpatrick & Klein, 2016).
Sally, Sanna and Ellen made distinctions between different functions of text sections in the
essay draft by using semiotic markers (colors or boxes), probably in order to be able to navigate
within their comprehensive essay documents.
When using a single word processor, the texts were handled mainly in one window. Sometimes
the participants, however, needed to distinguish texts in different windows. The copy-paste
function in these cases enabled students to move texts between documents. For instance,
Karolin moved her results section by copying and pasting it into a new document. She then
wrote her discussion in the essay document, but moved, by tabbing, between the copy pasted
results located in a new window and the current essay text. This operation, in the same way as
the font colors, distinguished texts from each other and thereby enhanced possibilities for
navigation and movement between texts.
1

Other students’ essays are not valid previous research to reference in this context, according
to norms and study guides. In this study it becomes visible how students instead use these
texts as inspiration.
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In the interview, Karolin stated that she wanted the texts to lie next to each other to avoid
scrolling. She also stated that she would have preferred to print the results section so that she
could have the printed copy lying in front of her while writing. As this was not possible, she
instead put it in another window on the screen, as shown in the screenshot in Figure 3.
Figure 3
Screen capture showing Karolin working with overlapping windows, May 4, 2016.

A similar action was described by Benji in his interview:
When I needed to rearrange my results … I started in a new document instead. The
only thing I did was that I looked at what I had written and then I rewrote it. The
supervisor wanted me to rewrite it.… I copied and pasted, added things. (Benji,
interview, spring 2016)
The copying and pasting are thus central when working with texts in different windows, which
seems to be important when working close to, as in these cases, an earlier written part of the
essay. A central argument for this is to avoid scrolling in one long text. For Karolin, it was about
establishing proximity to the text that she needed to start out from when writing her discussion.
For Benji, it seemed to be central to start on a new blank page when rewriting one part of the
essay.
The analysis here does not claim that only students with a one document strategy make use of
the operations presented. Data, however, points to the fact that such operations may be more
extensively used in situations when handling long texts in a single word processor. Word
processors in themselves enable different operations, as seen above. However, in the case of
Microsoft Word, for instance, previous research has described it as being a “word publisher”
rather than a program emphasizing the writing process (Bray, 2013; Ching, 2018). The results
indicated here point to a potential non-reflected use of these word processors by students,
which may complicate the academic writing process. The results above, however, also imply
that these students made use of specific resources and operations in these programs to be
able to handle, navigate and move within their essay text, hence enabling working out of a
process orientation.

Distinctive writing strategy
According to the screen captures and the complementary data, Eli was the only student using
word processors other than Microsoft Word or Google Docs. He was also the student who
shared the most extensive amount of screen captures and text documents. What was
characteristic of Eli’s procedure was that he wrote a lot of texts during his process, but also that
he used different word processors and worked with text in different and parallel windows. He
highlighted, in the process logs and interviews, that different programs had distinct functions
and therefore were good for various purposes. This aspect was central to Eli’s writing strategy.
He wrote his essay draft constantly in Microsoft Word, similarly to the rest of the students. He
stated that Microsoft Word had some advantages, mainly that it was “robust,” good for
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formatting, and hence for text design (“word publisher” in Bray, 2013). In Microsoft Word, Eli
was therefore able to direct his writing at the product: the finished essay.
Central to Eli’s procedure, however, was that he also used other word processors for writing
other texts that did not become a product, what is here labelled as mediating documents. He
wrote in Google Docs for more “mid-length things” or if the text he was writing was “more notelike, more comprehensive than shorter notes but not so gathered and finished” (Eli, process
log, autumn). The Text Editor was another word processor he used, he claimed in the interview,
because it was simple but still quite robust. He also argued that he used it as it gave him a good
feeling and as “it was a nice interface; it most resembled an ordinary piece of white paper” (Eli,
interview, autumn). Relating the digital technology to other analogue writing technologies in this
way is also a theme that reoccurred in Ching’s study. Ching claimed that it is important for
writers that the spatial framing is perceived as “analogue or non-digital” (2018, pp. 363-365). In
Eli’s case, the analogue feeling seemed to imply that the writing was not product-oriented, thus
having another function than texts that are written in Microsoft Word. Similar reflection is visible
in Sanna’s process log, where she discussed her preference for analogue writing.
In the excerpts shown in the Figures 4-7, Eli was writing an essay in which he was analyzing
conversations with pupils over interactive map applications. He transcribed those conversations
in a specific transcribing program and then saved the transcriptions in the Text Editor. These
transcriptions were central to his analysis and further writing. At the time of this screen capture,
he had finished the data collection phase and had approximately two weeks until the essay was
to be handed in. In the screenshot below he was working closely with the transcriptions. Four
different documents (two in Text Editor and two Sticky Notes) are visible on the screen at the
same time. In Figure 4, Eli was writing in the middle window. The short notes in these
documents, often arranged in a list-like order, are words or statements from the empirical data
that Eli was categorizing and experimenting with under different headings.
Figure 4
Eli, screen capture, November 15, 2016.

In Figure 5, Eli opened the main document (the essay text) and scrolled down to the transcripts
of videos and conversations located in the main document (to the left). He then wrote in the
document to the right (unnamed document, Text Editor): “Interactions in different directions”
and “what you have in front of you,” which could be described as analytical notations on the
empirical data written in the main document.
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Figure 5
Eli, screen capture, November 15, 2016.

Note: Marked text states: “to interpret/negotiate about the assignment. Interactions in different directions
interactions in different directions, turn taking. What one has in front of oneself.”

He then moved the window of the Text Editor to make the Sticky Notes visible again, which is
shown in the screenshot in Figure 6. In these notes, he wrote “design” and “rhizome.” He made
one heading – “design” – bold and started to write down quotes from a book (sounds from the
film indicate that he was now browsing through a physical book).
Figure 6
Eli screen capture, November 15, 2016.

In Figure 7, he continued to write: “orient oneself and create meaning in a situation, out of one’s
own interests (104)” and “a constantly ongoing process in a number of micro-situations (105)”
(marked out in Figure 7). Instead of working more directly with the empirical data as in the
examples above, Eli turned to processing the literature, though in relation to the themes in the
analysis.
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Figure 7
Eli, screen capture, November 15, 2016.

Note: The note at the top reads: “meaning-making, describe components and how they connect.” The
second part, under the heading “design,” reads: “orient oneself and create meaning in a situation, out of
one’s own interests (104),” then “a constantly ongoing process in a number of micro situations (105),” and,
finally, “rhizome.”

Eli’s writing here clearly intertwined processes of analysis with processes of working with the
literature by using a specific spatial layout of the screen together with various word processors.
This new knowledge, the result of the analysis of his transcripts, seems to be stabilized in what
could be described as rather humble objects, in this case, a Sticky Note (“humble objects” in
Fenwick & Edwards, 2010, p. 28). Eli’s procedure shows the importance of finding proximity
between texts to be able to move quickly and create relations between them. This is the same
argument for using different resources in a one document strategy. The excerpts from Eli,
however, more clearly illustrate how an intertwined and parallel process of working the
literature, performing the analysis and writing the product could be performed. Different
processes were demarcated in different documents but were at the same time intertwined in
the parallelism that was often central in Eli’s writing processes. The differentiation of text in
parallel documents and in various word processors that becomes apparent in Eli´s writing
process may make it less important to distinguish specific parts of the texts by different
operations in the document, such as using color and comments. Traces of such operations
were equally absent in Eli’s screen captures and in the documents he shared during the
process.
In sum, there are several examples of how Eli used different word processors (and reading
programs) in parallel windows in order to process the literature and perform the analysis. In this
work, he made the process of analysis explicit – for himself, but also for me as a researcher.
This process of analysis was instead more implicit in the other students’ shared data. That is,
they did not use mediating documents or writing to perform these operations. An analysis was
clearly performed as they finished with their essays; however they did not write their different
operations or steps in this process down (as Eli did). Overall, the students also reported on
difficulties in understanding what an analysis really meant.

Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that the participating students mainly used a single word
processor when writing their essays. This is in line with what previous research has claimed:
that students seem more unfamiliar with other word processing tools than they do with the most
standardized, such as Microsoft Word or Google Docs (Bailey & Withers, 2018; Bray, 2013;
Ching, 2018). However, although it has been described as “polished and professional” (Ching,
2018), Microsoft Word also has resources that enable writers to work more with texts in a
process. The students in this study used resources such as color and comments to be able to
handle texts as “artifacts in activity” (Castelló & Iñesta, 2012, p. 181; Kirkpatrick & Klein, 2016;
Prior, 2006, p. 58).
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Results showed however also how one student used several other word processors. In this
sense, he differentiated word processors, texts and their functions, thereby handling texts in
various and extensive ways. In his writing process, texts were treated more explicitly, in clearly
distinct mediating documents, as “artifacts in activity” (Prior, 2006, p. 58). The procedure of
working with texts and distinguishing different text work in different programs seemed to be very
successful for him.
These illustrations point to the importance of highlighting for student writers how writing can
work in different ways, not just for writing the product (Prior, 2006). In relation to the different
functions of writing, it also becomes important to show how writing technologies (in this case
digital) can work and influence writing in different ways. In academic writing, it is important to
navigate and move between digital texts. The procedure Eli demonstrated enabled him, in that
sense, to improve his text mobility by creating proximity between the texts with which he worked
with by using different digital resources. Other students instead often spoke of their texts during
the process as being overwhelming and messy.
The study shows some fine-grained examples of how digital technology can provide different
opportunities to make meaning through writing, or in other words how writers can mobilize
different digital resources when “writing to learn” (e.g. McCutchen, 2008). It is however not
certain that the possibilities of the writing technology in itself are apparent for all students. I
argue that it is a certain digital awareness that is important for academic writing. Students need
to be able to intertwine texts and technologies to be able to work with the meaning-making that
is fundamental to academic writing (Lea & Jones, 2011, p. 385).
Universities instead often seem to take digital abilities for granted. This is in line with an overall
view of students as “digital natives” (Thomas 2011). Digital abilities, however, may be shallow
and not specifically directed toward academic writing. Bailey and Whiters’ results seem to imply
that it is possible for students to write well without software aids (Bailey & Withers, 2018, p.
185). It is possible that this is the case, but the essay represents a very comprehensive and
difficult assignment. The ten-week essay process entails many challenges, such as the
administration of a comprehensive text and research process for a long time. In the present
study, I have illustrated how digital resources are used by some student writers. Considering
these illustrative examples, it is, for instance, valuable to reflect on how meanings are being
made through the process of writing in different ways and how such issues could be
successfully taught upon.
The study suggests that academic literacy entails dimensions that have not been given enough
attention in research. Digital procedures, as working with parallel texts or windows and the use
of different word processors in relation to academic writing, are actions that also could be made
more visible in research on academic writing. Students should be well-informed of how
resources can be used, as to be able to apply what they need in their own writing process.
Further research could for instance compare groups that have and have not received such
training.
This is a small-scale qualitative study of a few cases, and it makes no claims to being
generalizable. However, it is drawing fine grained examples from a larger material to indicate
its potential to add to our understanding of academic digital writing. Issues of operability,
transferability and validity, however, need to be highlighted in further studies of writing process.
Furthermore, studies of digital writing also need to be complemented by other data, as writing
is not just digital, but distributed between the embodied, material and physical.
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